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  Phil Randall relates some of his adventures on a drive from Sydney to Derby in 
W.A.  Unfortunately being in the early days no photos are available however 
Warwick went that way a few years later so has dredged up some of his pics and got 
some from the internet to help set the scene .  
  I had been in Sydney for a year or so, it was a rat race then and still is 
I  was making extrusion dies for aluminium.  All those shaped sections for shower screens etc, are extruded through dies like 
toothpaste.   It paid well but there was a level of discontent. 
  There was a close similarity in the complexity of each die and our boss had generated a bonus system. Some weird 
formulae, count the corners and multiply by the day of the week and divide by the phase of the moon,  and bingo a contract 
price for each die passed by the inspector. The system had safeguards; you couldn’t earn less than wages or more than double.  
We had about 30 toolmakers come and go while I was there.  The secret was not to waste time, use the most suitable machine 
for each section of the job, take the minimal number of cuts etc.  One of the old hands who left just before I  joined could saw 
along a scribed line with a band saw.   I survived well,  I made good money but wasted it on excesses.  

I think I was getting itchy feet 
again.  My elder brother was in Derby WA 
as part of a pet food venture.  They had a 
small and primitive slaughter floor and a 
freezer set up and a refrigerated truck 
located in a derelict piggery.  The process 
was to shoot kangaroos en masse at night, 
remove the feet and main body saving just 
the buttock section into the refrigerated van.  
Straight to the slaughter house, bone out and 
pack and freeze for transport to Perth for the 
pet food market..  The intention was to 
establish on kangaroos (there were millions 
of them) and move on to ferrel donkeys and 
scrub cattle ( there were a lot of them too). 

It sounded like a good challenge, 
yes!,  I should come over plenty to do.        

                    Phil’s Route  

THE ‘Y’ CHRONICLES 
By Phil Randall 

Fergusson River low level crossing 
 250 km south of Darwin built during WW2  Internet pic 

Fitzroy 
 Crossing 

Victoria 
River 

Fergusson 
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Guns and licensing were pretty lax those times and I purchased a 303.25 sporting rifle and  went out the bush and did some 
practice firing. ( I  hadn’t  fired a 303  since school cadets.)  Much less recoil!. 

My FX  Holden had almost rusted away 
and been replaced with a 58 model.  I didn’t want 
to drive all that way on my own again and 
advertised in the paper for a co driver.  I had a 
couple of offers and chose a man of about 50.  He 
was going to Darwin for an auction of trucks.  We 
agreed on a part share cost basis. 

I sent most of my tools ( machining and 
precision stuff) home to mum and packed what I 
thought would be necessary.  Again fuel was not 
easy to get in remote areas and I carried three cans 
on the back seat and we set out.  North to Bourke 
and onward into the unknown of the Never Never.   

The Outback starts as you cross the 
Daring at North Bourke just 100 km 
south of Qld border .Glance at the water as 
you cross and reflect that if it is lucky it will reach 
the ocean near Adelaide 6 months and 2000 river 
km later.      Ed. Internet pic  

We were making good time and somewhere around Charleville we were back 
on gravel roads and with that there appeared to be a road train coming toward 
us, I slowed to almost walking pace, but it wasn’t enough, the windscreen 
exploded into a white sheet with no vision. I had an embankment on one side 
and the many wheels of a train on the other, Panic!, but luck was  with me the 
rock had broken a small piece of glass out altogether and I had a matchbox 
sized hole to see though.  We stopped removed the remains and carried on.  
The breeze was pleasant but the insects a nuisance. 

    Typical  Outback gravel road  always hazardous  Warwick pic . 
  The engine started to make a ticking sound at certain rpm. I 

knew the sound, I had been there before and adjusted the speed to best results.   
It couldn’t last, the timing gear finally stripped and we were stationary  

somewhere around Cloncurry.  My preparation held me in good stead, I carried a spare and 
had the tools to replace it on the side of the road. Stripped Holden fibre timing gear .   

I don’t remember much about hotel stopovers so we must have just stopped beside the 
road . I do remember one night when we were verbally accosted by the farmer for camping 
and lighting a fire on his land. 

Darwin was a tiny outpost with a reputation all of its own.  A ex police chief once 
said to me that all Darwinians are there for a reason.   He and other senior members of the 
community where there because their employer had sent them.  Some were simply born there 

and never left, 
the rest were 
running away 
from 
something. I am not sure what category we were 
in.  We stayed in a hotel for a night and had the 
windscreen replaced.  My friend was due to 
depart in Darwin but chose to accompany me to 
Wyndham .   We back tracked to Katharine and 
headed West. 
North Australia Rail bridge across the 
Fergusson river north of Katherine .Built  in 
1904/08 to get the railway down to the gold 
mines , later extensively used during WW2 
supplying the military in Darwin . Closed in 
1976 but  recommissioned in 2004 to take the 
new std gauge Adelaide—Darwin railway . The 
boiler dates back to the construction days of the 
bridge. Warwick photo. 
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    The road conditions had deteriorated considerably, more trucks and road trains, the road surface was just an 
accumulation of the ground conditions on both sides. And there was more bulldust, lots of it, and deep, the bottom was rough 
and the suspension was giving me a message I didn’t want to hear.       Somehow we made it in one piece.   

 

There were no bridges, just causeways,  if there was water I walked 
them to check the bottom.  The heavy trucks had a habit of breaking of 
bits of the causeway and that decided if they were passable or not for a 
car.  The Victoria River crossing was wide and deep enough to give me 
a few moments of panic, it looked deep. I walked it both ways and it 

turned out to be about knee deep.  I 
removed the fan belt anyway and we 
crossed without incident. I passed that way 
again a couple of years back, the Victoria 
River is still there complete with a 
prominent highway and  a magnificent 
bridge.  
 The old river crossing, at least an old river 
crossing is still there and part of the tourist 
attraction.  

Old Victoria River crossing 
Internet pic     

The  Grey Nomads like to camp there,  but 
it is not what I remember, I think it is a 
later edition making use of some rocky 
ledges and a more all weather and all 
vehicle approach.  
Bar at Victoria River Roadhouse on the 
bank 70 feet above the river . During one 
flood the occupants had to be plucked 
from the roof by helicopter.  A story city 

folk  do not believe until shown the 
watermark on the door  from the            

Somewhere along this road the rear window                                                                                   flood     Warwick photo                       
blew out, thankfully after the 
bull dust. It was still in one 
piece, so we loaded it into the 
car for some attention at a later 
date.  I noted that if I held the 
top of the door with my fingers 
touching the roof there was a bit 
of relative movement.  
 
  My mind was becoming a bit 
heavy, we were not far from 

Wyndham and I 
would be losing 
my companion.  
We had been a 
good team 
together, I would miss him. 
     We stayed overnight at Wyndham and had a few beers with the locals.  I recited 
my approach to the Victoria River crossing to silent and gaping mouths, “You do 
realise that river is full of salties”.   Well no!!  I didn’t.  
 

Holden Rough Track test  at that time was  1,600 km of this at 
40 kmph at their new Proving Ground   HRC web photo 
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The jetty of the Wyndham  Meat Works at high tide. 
With 8 metre tides and a shallow inlet shipping is very tide 
dependant.   Internet pic   Being  U shaped it allowed steam 
trains to be driven out onto the wharf  for loading 
ships 

The meat works are long gone but a  number of derelict 
engines are still on display. Warwick pic  Remember the 
“Roo in the Stew “ scandal with the USA  

Sadly I parted company with my companion, replaced my 
steps, turned right and headed for Halls Creek, a pleasant 
enough road, not too rough and not very busy.   
One of my petrol cans started to leak, fortunately I was never a 
smoker. Halls Creek came and went, blink and you miss it, 
though I needed to get petrol. 

 
     Fitzroy Crossing 

was little more than a pub and 
another long causeway, but 
supposedly safe from crocks.  

   
Fitzroy crossing’s long 
causeway 1962 . Photo from 
Malcolm Preston’s book .  
When I was there in the early 
1980’s it was 49 deg C and the 
school children and the 
teacher were swimming in the 
water hole near the far bank. 
Warwick  . 
 
Still not much there , Houses 
for sale 2019  Internet . Looks 
like front half of a Britannia   
portable steam engine 
beside the shed.      

              ……    and finally Derby  

Port Hotel  Derby  from  1952 .  No 
doubt  it was Phil’s first stop . 
    Photo from Local Historical  webpage .  
 

.           So far so good!    
                            Phil Randall. 
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VALE   Warren Hicks   and his Steam Car  Jan 1924    to  21 August 2020  
 
 Warren of course was the man who donated us his White 
Steam car back in April 2016. Being a private person not too 
much was said about him at the time but now with his passing we 
can give him his due credit.  
       He moved from Adelaide to Melbourne  in 1960 where he 
enjoyed a long stint as the chief chemist for an oil refinery this 
accounts for the 1/2 dozen or so 20 l drums of steam oil which 
came with the car . 
       His main passion was Vintage motor bikes  and on arriving in 
Victoria found there was nothing here to cater for them even 
though  the movement was well established in South Australia so 
set about establishing a local club in 1964. 
Warren was an avid collector of old motor bikes and between the 
complete bikes and the parts he picked up it is believed he was 
instrumental in saving literally hundreds of  the really early 
vintage bikes that we now enjoy in Australia.    Exhaust Notes  
 

      In May this year he found he could no longer cope 
with the stairs in his house which we can now reveal was 
on steep ground by the Yarra,  so put himself in a 
retirement village. Actually I remember when we were 
picking up the White it was asked how much longer was 
he staying in his house and answered when he leaves it 
will be in a box so he did very well lasting till 95.  
Warren’s Last Bikes  
      When we first saw the White it was hiding in 
a secure brick building  jam packed with vintage 

bikes , parts and spares and took some time 
exhuming.  

 According to the Vintage Motor Bike club of Vic since 
that time the great proportion of theses have been sold 
into the vintage bike movement and the remaining 6 
have been removed to Shannon's premises for on line 
auction on Nov 11.  These are all very early and 
unusual machines so will make a very interesting 
auction and include Zenith Bi-car of 1906/7  
the only one known.  

Also a  Four cylinder , in line shaft drive FN  from 1910  very 
complete unrestored with spares . Excelsior 1914 Vee twin 1000 cc  a 
very complete and competent vintage motorcycle . Looking at the 
skinny tires and miniscule brakes . I think that is code for scary Ed . 
Acknowledgement. Exhaust Notes newsletter of the Vintage 
Motorcycle Club of Victoria  Oct / Nov  2020. 

Warwick Photo 

Warwick Photo 

Exhaust Notes  

Exhaust Notes  
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 Now back to our White  
     When we went to pick it up in 2016 we asked Warren about its background unfortunately he did not know much about it 
except he had had it for over 50 years which means he got it in about 1964. He had not done anything to it but collected a lot of 
parts which meant virtually all the key steam components were there except the Super Heater and some plumbing although 
things were somewhat complicated by not all the parts were from the same 
model. There was absolutely no body work at all .  
                            Towing up from the bottom of the garden  Jo photo 
     The donation came about because he was a key player in the Vintage 
Motor bike swap meets that have been held at our grounds for many years and so 
was aware of our activities. He  thought we would be a good home for it as he 
had found  it was not really his cup of tea so unlikely to do anything with it. It 
was donated with no strings attached, it was up to us if we restored it or sold it 
the only requirement was that we gave him a receipt stating it official value. This 
was harder to get than we thought but eventually Jo Lloyd found a suitably 
accredited person . Incidentally it was put down at around $ 57 k which 
subsequently seems about right. An extremely kind and generous gesture.  
      It’s Background   As for how he got it on further questioning he said he got 
it through an associate from Boorhaman East ( just out of Wangaratta )  who had 
been a good contact for vintage motor bikes and suggested he consider a steam 
car for a change. So a deal was done with the broker for £ 75 . Warren had the 
impression  the car came from  some where in southern NSW  that sounded like Tura or Tooma  ( Toora is  near Bega  and 
Tooma  on the Murray between Coorong and Tumburumba ) and that a previous owner was possibly a Mr. Smith from 
Sydney.  Talking to Robin Gibb he said the broker would have been the late Arthur Lang a keen collector of vintage vehicles 
and  machinery. Robin suggested talking to Ed Cook of Bright as in his youth he often tagged along with Arthur. Ed vaguely 
remembers being with Arthur when there was mention of a steam car at a saw mill near Tooma. I have subsequently been to 
Tooma but there is no town , only a district. Also I have looked through the NSW Motor Vehicle 1916 registration records and 
although there are a few Whites no  of 20 hp were found .  
       A curious aspect of our car is that at some time the fuel tank and boiler has been removed by hack sawing through the 
brackets. The fuel tank has been put back in by sleaving the brackets but the boiler we have has no brackets suggesting it is not 

the original so I have had to  fabricate a set. Another modification was  
crudely converting to steel wheels  by fitting  21 “ steel Sankeys of later 
vintage  to the hubs of the original wooden 36 “ wheels. Not an unusual 
thing to do. Warren subsequently gave us a number of more correct wheels 
and beaded edge tyres he had collected. 
          It’s Last Days The  intriguing thing to me is that the chassis , 

condenser and running gear and wheels has been crudely 
brush painted in red yellow and blue house paint  in its last days after its 
body was taken off. Also the hand levers for gears and brakes have been 
lowered by cutting and welding. Inspection of another White, rather more 
incomplete than ours shows it has had a somewhat similar treatment 
suggesting paddock bomb treatment at the hands of “ wanner boy racers” in 
later days.  
     In the  hey day of steam cars there was much competition with petrol 
engined cars. This picture here is a factory modified 1908 winning a New 
York Hill climb by defeating 70 petrol engined cars. Floyd Clymer 
 

Apparent is the boiler moved rearward  to allow the drivers 
seat to be lowered , shorter steering column and removal of the 
body ,  much along the lines of what has been done to our car.      
 A more extreme example of modifications for racing is  
Dr Bob Dykes reconstruction of 1905 White Steam Car racer 
Whistling Billy so named  after the whistling noise from it 
burners on full flame. Cover photo acknowledgement  
Carphile.uk . Bob has helped us with sketches of missing parts 
for our car and is a bit of a character. Although he completed 
the reconstruction  in 2012 it seems to be in a continuous 
process of refinement while he  campaigns it around the UK  
much to the enjoyment of the spectators. The original was 
extensively raced around the USA by the White company who lowered the record for a mile to 45  3/5 seconds eclipsing all IC 
engine cars. In those days steam cars were extensively pitted against IC engine vehicles to promote their great pulling power. 
With IC engine cars still in their infancy they were  usually decidedly beaten  in acceleration , hill climbing and top speed by  
the steam cars. Most famous was the Stanley driven by Fred Marriott at 127 mph on a Florida beach in 1906  to the extent that 
steamers were soon banned from competition . ( somewhat justifiably as the boiler allows storage of energy in advance where 
as a petrol engine has to make it on demand)  Acknowledge   Treasury of Early American Automobiles  Floyd Clymer. 
 With all this steam car racing hype it is not inconceivable that “wanner  boy racers” of the day chopped down a few old 
steamers for paddock bombs !. Was our White a victim of this treatment ?   With the passing of Warren we may never know ! 

Warwick photo  
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 Len Baldry  of the Gympie Gold mining and historical 
Museum reports via Phil Randall that they had their  Steam 
Festival was last week end 17th and 18 th. October and it all 
went well in full operation while working under covid 19 
rules . Attendance was good and  the Worthington pump that 
was donated by your group ran very smoothly for the duration. 
Our members might remember a couple of years ago Phil 
visited the grounds and found they were stuck for a feed water 
pump for their boiler so He arranged for a couple of surplus 
ones to be sent up. Len adds there is still more work to finish 
its installation as he I intends to use the exhaust system to pre 
heat feed water. And again many thanks for your groups 
generosity and hopefully you will all be able to enjoy the 
freedom that Queensland has been lucky enough to enjoy.  
       Cheers Len 
Light at the end of the Covid tunnel.  
   Peter Lynch has put a plan together so work can restart 
safely on our new locomotive as Covid restrictions ease.  
 The pump and bell housing are here, the bogies are ready for 
picking up and travel has opened up to 25 km. which puts the 
club in range for most of us . 
  For work to start, under controlled conditions, we just need 
the reasons for being out to be relaxed.  
         The plan is aimed to ensure that when we recommence 
this project we are doing everything under our control to 
minimise possible Covid spread. It is based on general advice 
for the Victorian Government and specific items for 
manufacturing workplaces. This is quite different from the 
way we operated pre Covid so take note. 

 As an initial measure workplace bubbles ( or team) of 
2 or 3 members will be created who are not currently working 
at any other workplace.   
           - They will work together and avoid physical 
interaction with other bubbles or members.  
           - Before commencing work on any day they need to 
complete a self assessment process ( the now familiar Are you 
in isolation ? Temp under 37.5C  Have you got any 
symptoms? ) and check that they have not attended any of the 
high risk locations on the DHHS website.  
          - If less than two members are available the days 
activity to be cancelled.  

         - On site. Masks must be worn at all times apart from 
meal breaks where a min of three metres separation can be 
maintained.  Bring food from home and avoid sharing cups or 
utensils. 
          - Avoid sharing tools - one person only to use welder, 
grinder, drill, power hacksaw etc.  Clean hands and any shared 
surfaces regularly.  
         - Attendance records for contact tracing via sign on 
book. BYO pen.  All collection of parts via click and collect or 
socially distanced delivery.   
   The committee has endorsed Peter’s plan and he will prepare 
workplace signage and advise members shortly. 
    
    To start with two teams are planned working on separate 
aspects of the loco build on separate days and coordinating 
their activities via email, drawings and photos. Where possible 
parts can be fabricated or worked on off site.  
 

Maybe other sections can put together separate workplace 
bubbles to restart projects?  Put your ideas to the committee. 
 

Wearing masks, using hand sanitiser, working in bubbles and 
keeping apart is a more difficult and slower way to work but 
the Covid risk is not over yet.   
Things will hopefully ease up in coming months so keep up to 
date via Steam Supreme, WhatsApp, Email, phone and various 
notices around the club.   

Loco Plumbing  Top View  

The Worthington 
pump donated by 
MSTEC in action 
at Gympie’s recent 
Steam Festival  
Len Baldry photo  

In a Good Home  

Our new loco will have quite a deal of 
plumbing in close proximity.   
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.The Kubota diesel engine drives a variable displacement 
hydraulic pump capable of delivering small volume / high 
pressure ( for starting off) and more volume / lower pressure at 
cruising speed..  Pressurized oil is taken to hydraulic motors 
on the front and rear bogies, which drive both axles via heavy 
duty chains. Speed limiting, reverse gear and engine braking 
are also done by the hydraulic drive system.      If you can 
help please let Peter Lynch know on 0419 126 297 
 

Sooty is Not Well 
  Aaron and Peter Morris has been able to take advantage of 
reduced work load to service some of our mobile equipment 
and reports :- 
 It was noticed  our Fordson Sooty  had been using 
coolant and had water in the oil.  After  further 
investigation sealant was put in the cooling system 
and so far and it looks encouraging but it needs 
regular checking  .  
Update on Services.  
 So far  they have put in a great effort going 
through our sadly neglected workhorse and 
systematically putting long neglected items in 
order.  
Sooty - changed eng oil & air filter oil 
           - changed fuel filters  
          - replaced worn waterpump and compressor 
hoses. 
         - compressor airfilter and air supply hose.  
Water fill rear tyres 75% full and adjust all tyre 
pressures. 
Fit air supply fittings on lhs near airtank nitto and 
jmec type .Grease unit. 
Faults requiring further attention. : 
Lhs rear brake not working. 

Roof fibre glass damage.  
Ignition light bulb blown 
Fuel tank tap leaking. 
Battery leads and terminals in poor condition. 
 

Conquip crane : 
Have fitted compressor and water pump belts .  
Replaced Hydraulic return filter. 
 Removed brake master cylinder for overhaul  as fluid was 
leaking into air chamber.  Since previous service email. 
Hopefully this will fix brake fluid loss but suspect wheel 
cylinders will need to be overhauled. 
Dad has sourced rear tyres for unit which will arrive in near 

future. ( they are now here and on ) Aaron 

Loco with engine  in 
and new bogeys  fitted 
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Stripped Holden Timing Gears  
 Grey Motors  
 Phil's story of having the fibre reinforced camshaft 
timing gear failure on his FE Holden  Grey Motor back in 
1962 on an outback run from Sydney to Derby brings back 
memories of this long running problem . 

  My first encounter with  this was in the early 1970’s 
when having to replace a few timing gears during holiday 
work in a local garage. This was on Grey motors which had 
often done around 75,000 miles so were nearly clapped out 
anyway so the best fix was fitting a Repco Gold Star change 
over engine. For me, with my first car an FJ , this was not an 

option 
so like 
Phil  I 
carried a spare one in the glove box such was the anxiety associated 
with the possibility of getting stranded . Like an umbrella I never 
needed it    

 Changing  the gear on the end of the camshaft  on the side of  
 the road was a big job requiring  special tools.  

 

Red Motors   Within a few years the same problem started showing up 
on the next model  engines the Red Motor. This was viewed a bit more 
seriously as these engines were good for well over 100,000 miles so 
still had plenty of life left when the gear went.   
                

  
Not the First   Recently on reading Malcolm Prestons book , 
Maybach to Holden Repco the cars, People and Engines I 
was surprised to learn that one of his first tasks after starting 
in GMH Experimental Engineering was investigating low  
mileage failures of the composite fibre Grey motor timing 
gear. This was in 1957  so what we were seeing was nothing 
new ! He concluded the failure was due to torsional 
vibrations related to the natural frequency of the valve 
springs. And according to his calculations any spring that was 
strong enough to close the valves  would induce a resonance 
at about 3,500 rpm ,  roughly 70 mph road speed. Phil must 
have been hunting along !  
 

Reproducing Failures  A mail delivery contractor who 
generally ran flat out for about 100 miles each way on his run 
along the Coorong was used for evaluating fixes. Actually 
before the Proving Ground all tests were done on public 
roads sometimes in conjunction with fleet operators. The 
solution was found in alternative materials with steel straight 
cut gears being the best but too noisy so any fix in those days 
would have been variations of the fibre gear.    

1948 to 1962 Holden Grey Motor. 
 Holden Heritage Collection   Warwick Photo 

Red Motor   149 to 202 cubic inch ,  1963 to 1980  
  Warwick photo  

At the Time     
          Warwick Bryce 
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       Gear failed through worn teeth  
      breaking off .          Internet pic  
 

 Later Times  at GMH  In 1975  I got involved in all 
Dynamometer and Proving Ground testing of the 173 
and 202 Red Motors and never saw a  timing gear 
failure  but from outside contacts was aware of a low 
level of background failures in the field . Although the 
gears of both engines looked the same the Red engine’s 
crankshaft was better supported  in 7 main bearings 
instead of 4 and used Hydraulic instead of solid  
camshaft tappets  so it is not unreasonable that the 
timing gears were more durable than the Grey motors but still not bullet proof .   
 

The Crunch   This came in the early 1980’s with  the factory fitting of the Holden Red Motor to the Bedford CF  van in 
Australia as the  European  versions 4 cylinder  engine was no match for Ford’s Transit now fitted with the Falcon engine.  The 
UK took a number of  Red engined CFs  for Ambulances and started experiencing  timing gear failures on high speed 
motorway dashes . This was naturally taken very seriously and Holden Engineer Leigh Maguire was to give priority to fix the 

problem .  
 

       A Bedford CF van with 202 Red motor set  up as       
   an  Ambulance .      Wellington   Internet photo  
 

The Cause   He showed me fibre camshaft gears with heavily 
worn teeth at 3 points around the circumference to the extent  
some had become so narrow  they had broken off . The steel drive 
gear on the crankshaft was always in good condition. As a first 
investigation Leigh  did a proof test by applying an increasing 
torque to a stationary gear set . Incredibly the woodruff drive key 
sheared without breaking teeth on the fibre gear so it was 
obviously not a strength issue. In hind sight Malcolm Preston’s 
conclusion 27 years earlier about being caused  by a resonance in 
the valve train at a critical speed  was correct.  
 I presume under these conditions the teeth chatter back and forth 

producing excessive wear which rapidly gets worse as the backlash opens up soon ending in total failure . 
 

Fixes   Leigh got in touch with an engine reconditioner who was in the process of sourcing a substitute from an overseas 
source who assured him it would solve the problem .  They only lasted 20 minutes on his dyn!  Far worse than standard. The 
popular aftermarket aluminium gears where hardly any better than standard but had the advantage the rise in noise warned of 
impending failure so if you turned round you might get back home ! Also investigated were various grades of composite fibre 
gear  blanks ,  chain drives such as used by the Ford Falcon and a  rubber cushion dampers were amongst other things 
considered . None  really practical for an engine now near the end of it’s production life. 
 

 Leigh was Stumped    With all Engine departments options for alternative drive configurations exhausted thoughts turned to 
the potential for optimizing the current gear design by drawing on the expertise of the Manual Transmission design group .  
 

Have No Fear Fred is Here.   It just happens Fred Jamison had recently become a Section Manager and had previous gear 
design expertise with the Transmission group. GMH already had a computer program for calculating gear strength  and given 
the computers usefulness for doing complicated repetitious calculations Fred wondered if it could be extended to optimize 
tooth profiles to give equal strength when the two gears are of different materials.   
 

 Scepticism    He worked away worked  for months in his office and at home on the kitchen table writing the program . In  
those days they used the card system where you typed in the program 
using a special type writer that punched holes in cards   
 The hole position gave 64 different characters with a 
maximum  of 72  characters per card.Remember Fortran  ? 
Not surprisingly you soon ended up with a whole stack of cards maybe 
a foot high that had to keep all in sequence or it would not run.  Fred 
made special wooden trays at home to keep them in order. A 
representative from the computer section would then take them down 
to IBM  Richmond for running overnight. Anyway despite much 
scepticism Fred at last believed he had a solution and handed the 
design over to Leigh and the Manufacturing people and went back to 
his regular job.  
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Disaster  Special hobbing and shaving cutters were ordered from a supplier which to Holden’s consternation were told there 
was no way they could be available in under 12 weeks . The big day arrived and Disaster , the supplier had got them wrong ! 
Leigh was devastated envisaging another 12 weeks delay to an escalating problem! No ,  a new  set was delivered in  just a few 
days , there must have been more to the story than we knew.  
 

The Secret   Fred's master stroke was making the teeth on the camshaft gear 
fatter to compensate for the weaker and softer fibre material while in turn 
narrowing the teeth of the stronger steel crankshaft gear to give room to allow 
full meshing. The clever bit was developing the computer program to determine 
the correct tooth proportions so the strength of both gears are balanced while 
still giving quiet and shock free running despite being different materials . You 
cannot do any better than that ! 
 

A Happy Ending  Anyway the new gears were a resounding success and 
immediately went into production for the last of the Red Motors and carried 
over onto the following Blue and Black engines. As for spares a matched set  
became standard issue to service back to the first Red motors .  
    A very successful conclusion after 30 years of “Timing Gear Anxiety”   and 
still available today.  
     Ironically Fred did not know the fate of his unconventional gear design and 
was chuffed when I told him of it’s success only last week.       
                            Warwick  Bryce 2/11/2020  
         Acknowledgements     Phil Randall , Fred Jamison , Leigh Maguire ( deceased ),  
             Malcolm Preston (deceased) , Holden Retirees Club web site. 

 Jack Vandenderg ‘s Cartoon of  Key players in the Timing Gear Fiasco  

 Steam  Plant   for Sale  
 

     I have a complete small steam plant for sale 
comprising 5" bore vertical steam engine, 
horizontal firetube boiler & Worthington boiler 
feed pump with associated accessories for sale 
The engine was originally installed in a Butchers 
shop in Echuca, the previous owner picked it up 
from Glenrowan and installed it in a shed in 
Geelong. It was set up as a fully functional 
display of which I attach photos. I have since 
purchased it and transported it to Ballarat, it is 
currently stored as individual components and has not been reset up.    Peter Darveniza 
(peterdarveniza@hotmail.com) or phone (0475 204 161 or 5330 2917)    

Chris Shattock HRC web 

Extra Wide 
Fibre Teeth  

Narrow Steel Teeth  
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